PROSPECTUS
THE NATIONAL CITIZEN AND BALLOT BOX.

The BALLOT BOX having chanced hands and partially ears, and been united with the NATIONAL CITIZEN, we find it a new birth, will have the following:
The NATIONAL CITIZEN and BALLOT BOX.

The National Citizen, which was first published in Fulton, N. Y., in the year 1848, has ever been noted for its consistent advocacy of the principle that Suffrage is the Citizen's right, and should be protected by National law. That while States may regulate the exercise of their rights to vote, yet it is a natural right,and should be protected by National law.

The American Civil War will alter nothing, the BALLOT BOX in its present form. We are informed that the principal objects of the BALLOT BOX are to secure the right of suffrage to every male citizen, and the right of women to vote in all States. In fact, the BALLOT BOX is a new birth, will hereafter be known as "the NATIONAL CITIZEN AND BALLOT BOX."

Its especial object will be to secure national protection to women citizens in the assertion of their rights to vote, and to the national administration of the affairs of the country. The BALLOT BOX will be the recognized exponent of the views of the National Woman Suffrage Association.
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